
 

 

Move Ahead with Instant Words 

- - 

25 
 
 

possiblepossiblepossiblepossible    

goldgoldgoldgold    

milkmilkmilkmilk    

quietquietquietquiet    

naturalnaturalnaturalnatural    

lotlotlotlot    

stonestonestonestone    

actactactact    

buildbuildbuildbuild    

middlemiddlemiddlemiddle    

speedspeedspeedspeed    

countcountcountcount    

catcatcatcat    

someonesomeonesomeonesomeone    

sailsailsailsail    
 

Directions:   Write the words on the lines.

Name__________________________________________  
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Writing Practice 
Directions:   Write the words on the lines. 

__________________________________________   
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possible quiet 

gold natural 

milk lot 

 

 

 

 

  

Directions:   Print 

Name__________________________________________  
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stone middle cat

act speed someone

build count sail

 

 

 

  

 

Spelling Practice 
Directions:   Print each word into the box it fits.

__________________________________________   
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cat 

someone 

sail 

 

 

 

each word into the box it fits. 
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possible quiet 

gold natural 

milk lot 

 

 

  

Directions:   Find and circle the words.

Name__________________________________________  
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stone middle cat

act speed someone

build count sail

 

Word Search 
Directions:   Find and circle the words. 

__________________________________________   
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cat 

someone 

sail 

 



 

 

Move Ahead with Instant Words 

- - 

25 
 

 

 

act �  

build �  

cat �  

count �  

gold �  

lot �  

middle �  

milk �  

natural �  

possible �  

quiet �  

sail �  

someone �  

speed �  

stone �  
 

 

Directions:  

 

Name__________________________________________  
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A.  a bright metal the color of 
the sun 

B.  a large amount 

C.  a person who is not known

D.  a place at the same 
distance from each end

E.  a small animal that does 

not like dogs 

F.  a white food that mother 
animals make  

G.  able to be done 

H.  making little or no sounds

I.  not made by a person 

J.  the hard matter of 
which rock is made 

K.  the measure of how quick 

something moves 

L.  to do something 

M. to make something 

N.  to move a boat by wind

O.  to number the amount of 
things 

Matching 
Directions:    In the box by the word, write the letter of 

 its meaning. 

__________________________________________   
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a bright metal the color of 

known 

distance from each end 

 

a small animal that does 

a white food that mother 

making little or no sounds 

 

the measure of how quick 

 

to move a boat by wind 

to number the amount of 

In the box by the word, write the letter of 



 

 

Move Ahead with Instant Words 

- - 

25 
 

 

tonse What rock is that __ __ __ __ __ wall made of?

edspe The car moves at a fast __ __ __ __ __.

seenomo __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 

alsi   Wind pushes the 

utqei  I c

bsleopis A walk home

nuatlra Plants are __ __ __ __ __ __ __

klim The horse gave its baby __ __ __ __.

eiddml She’s in the __ __ 

tlo The world has a __ __ __ of people.

dogl Is this money made of __ __ __ _

ctonu The boy

atc  The __ __ __ 

udibl We will 

tac They __ __ __ kind and will help others.

Directions:   Unscramble the word for the sentence.

Name__________________________________________  
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What rock is that __ __ __ __ __ wall made of?

The car moves at a fast __ __ __ __ __.

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ I don’t know sent me a letter.

ind pushes the __ __ __ __ on the boat.

I cannot hear the __ __ __ __ __ children.

home is __ __ __ __ __ __ __ if you li

Plants are __ __ __ __ __ __ __, not made by people.

The horse gave its baby __ __ __ __.  

s in the __ __ __ __ __ __ between a boy 

The world has a __ __ __ of people. 

Is this money made of __ __ __ __?

boy can __ __ __ __ __ to one hundred.

e __ __ __ ran away from the dog.

 __ __ __ __ __ a house with walls.

They __ __ __ kind and will help others.

Word Scramble 
Directions:   Unscramble the word for the sentence.

__________________________________________   
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What rock is that __ __ __ __ __ wall made of? 

The car moves at a fast __ __ __ __ __.  

I don’t know sent me a letter. 

on the boat.  

not hear the __ __ __ __ __ children.  

if you live near. 

not made by people. 

 

__ __ __ __ between a boy and girl. 

_?  

to one hundred.   

away from the dog. 

walls.  

They __ __ __ kind and will help others. 

Directions:   Unscramble the word for the sentence. 
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possible quiet 

gold natural 

milk lot 

 

1. _________________________

2. Animals are _________________________

3. Can _________________________

4. Flying is _________________________

5. I hold my ________________________

6. Our house is in the _________________________

7. Please be _____________

8. Stand on this _________________________

9. The boy runs at a fast 

10. The men will _________________________

11. The mother gives her baby 

12. The ocean has a _________________________

13. The ship will _________________________

14. The sun looks like a big

15. You must _________________________

 

Directions:   Write a word which belongs in 

Name__________________________________________  
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stone middle cat

act speed someone

build count sail

_________________________ to five and then turn around.

_________________________ and not made by people.

_________________________ answer this question for me?

_________________________ for a bird. 

____________________ in my arms away from dogs

_________________________ of the street.

_________________________ so I can hear. 

_________________________ and not on the grass.

The boy runs at a fast _________________________. 

_________________________ a house on the land.

The mother gives her baby _________________________

_________________________ of fish. 

_________________________ on the ocean.

The sun looks like a big _________________________ circle.

_________________________ now to help your friends.

Finish the Sentence 
Directions:   Write a word which belongs in the sentence.

__________________________________________   
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cat 

someone 

sail 

to five and then turn around. 

and not made by people. 

answer this question for me? 

ay from dogs. 

of the street. 

 

and not on the grass. 

a house on the land. 

_________________________. 

 

on the ocean. 

circle. 

now to help your friends. 

the sentence. 


